Pursuant to 16 U.S.C. § 551 and 36 C.F.R. § 261.50(a) and (b), the following acts are prohibited within all National Forest System lands as described in this Order (the “Restricted Area”), and as depicted on the attached map, hereby incorporated into this Order as Exhibit A.

1. Building, maintaining, attending or using a fire, campfire or stove fire.  
   36 C.F.R. § 261.52(a)

2. Camping.  36 C.F.R. § 261.58(e)

EXEMPTIONS

Pursuant to 36 C.F.R. §261.50(e), the following persons are exempt from the provisions in this Order:

1. Any Federal, State or local officer, or member of an organized rescue or fire fighting force in the performance of an official duty; and

2. Persons with a written Forest Service authorization specifically exempting them from the effect of this Order.

3. Persons using a stove or grill that is solely fueled by liquid petroleum fuels.

RESTRICTED AREA

The Restricted Area includes all National Forest System lands within the boundary starting at the intersection of Interstate 17 Northbound (I-17), and National Forest System Road (NFSR) 236C (Mountaineaire Road), in the northwestern quarter section of T. 20 N., R. 7 E., Section 29, then following north along I-17 to its intersection with the private property boundary along the southern section line of T. 20 N., R. 7 E., Section 20, then following in a general westerly direction along the private property boundary to the intersection with NFSR 538B, then following north along NFSR 538B, continuing onto NFSR 533, to the intersection with NFSR 68, then following north along NFSR 68 for approximately 0.5 mile to the intersection with NFSR 231 (Woody Mountain Road), then following west along NFSR 231 to the intersection with NFSR 526A, then following west along NFSR 526A to the intersection of the western section line of T. 21 N., R. 6 E., Section 33, then following north for approximately 3.4 miles along the eastern property line of Camp Navajo to the intersection with Interstate 40, then following southeast along I-40 for approximately 1.3 miles to the intersection with NFSR 518, then following north along NFSR 518, continuing on NFSR 518C, to the intersection with NFSR 667, then following west along NFSR 667 for approximately 0.4 miles to the junction with U.S. Highway 180, then following south along U.S. Hwy-180 for approximately 1.4 miles to the junction of private land in the center of the eastern half section of T. 22 N., R. 7 E., Section 31, then following east approximately 0.1 miles to intersection with the western section line of T. 22 N., R. 7 E., Section 32, then following north along the section line, approximately 0.5 miles to the northwestern corner of T. 22 N., R. 7 E., Section 32, then following east for approximately 3 miles to the northeastern corner of T. 22 N., R. 7 E., Section 34, then following south for approximately 500’ to the intersection with NFSR 557 (Elden Lookout.
Road), then following east along NFSR 557, approximately 3.2 miles to a point where NFSR 557 intersects the 8800’ contour line in the northwestern quarter section of T. 22 N., R. 7 E., Section 36, then following along the 8800’ contour line approximately 6.1 miles to a point where the 8800’ contour line intersects with the Forest System Trail (FST) #23 (Sunset Trail) in the southeastern quarter section of T. 22 N., R. 7 E., Section 25, then following north along the Sunset Trail, approximately 336’ to junction of Sunset Trail and FST #103 (Heart Trail) in the southeastern quarter section of T. 22 N., R. 7 E., Section 25, then following east along Heart Trail for approximately 2.4 miles to junction of Heart Trail, Little Elden Trail (#69) and Sandy Seep Trail (#129), in the southeastern quarter section of T. 22 N., R. 8 E., Section 30, then following east along Sandy Seep Trail approximately 0.5 miles to the intersection with the powerline located in the southwestern quarter section of T. 22 N., R. 8 E., Section 29, then following north along the powerline for approximately 6.6 miles to the intersection with NFSR 420, then following northwest along NFSR 420, continuing east along NFSR 420Q, to the intersection with U.S. Highway 89, then following south U.S Hwy-89 to the intersection with NFSR 9126E, then following east along NFSR 9126E, continuing to NFSR 9141U, and then to NFSR 414, then following south along NFSR 414 for approximately 1 mile to the junction with NFSR 776, then following southeast along NFSR 776 for approximately 0.8 mile to the intersection with the Cinder Hills Off-Highway Vehicle (OHV) area boundary in the southeastern quarter section of T. 23 N., R. 8 E., Section 34, then following southeast along the Cinder Hills OHV area boundary for approximately 5.8 miles to the intersection with NFSR 498, then following south along NFSR 498 for approximately 1.2 miles to the junction of NFSR 511A, then following south along NFSR 511A for approximately 1.2 miles to the junction of NFSR 511 (Hutton Ranch Road), then following south along NFSR 511 for approximately 2.6 miles to Coconino County (COC) 510 (Townsend-Winona Road), then following southeast along COC 510 to the centerline of the Burlington-Northern/Santa Fe Railroad line (BNSF RR) in the center of T. 21 N., R. 9 E., Section 9, then following west along the BNSF RR for approximately 4 miles to the intersection with the eastern section line of T. 21 N., R. 8 E., Section 11, then following south for approximately 1 mile to the intersection with NFSR 622 (Walnut Canyon Road), then following south along NFSR 622 for approximately 1.8 miles to intersection with Walnut Canyon National Monument boundary on the western section line of T. 21 N., R. 8 E., Section 25, then following southwest along the property boundary for approximately 4.2 miles to the southeastern corner of T. 21 N., R. 8 E., Section 33, then following west for approximately 0.1 miles to the intersection with the 6700’ contour line on the southern section line of T. 21 N., R. 8 E., Section 33, then following southwest along the 6700’ contour line for approximately 5.6 miles to the intersection with the eastern section line of T. 20 N., R. 7 E., Section 12, then following south for approximately 0.6 miles to the intersection with Forest Highway 3 (FH-3) (Lake Mary Road) on the eastern section line of T. 20 N., R. 7 E., Section 13, then following northwest along FH-3 for approximately 2.3 miles to the junction with NFSR 867, then following south (along NFSR 867, 867D, 867A, 762, 762D, and 762B) to the junction with NFSR 235, then following in a general southwest direction (along NFSR 235, 235A, 235H, NFSR 235K), to the junction with NFSR 700, then following north along NFSR 700 for approximately 1.1 mile to the junction with NFSR 236C, then following west along NFSR 236C back to the point of beginning at its intersection with I-17.

PURPOSE
This Order is necessary to protect public health and safety from unsanitary conditions and the threat of a wildfire.

IMPLEMENTATION

1. This Order will be in effect at 0800 on January 11th, 2020 and shall remain in effect until January 10th, 2022 or until rescinded, whichever occurs first.

2. A map identifying the Restricted Area is attached and made part of this Order as Exhibit A.

3. Exhibit B, “Definitions,” is attached and incorporated into this Order.

4. Any violation of this prohibition is punishable as a Class B misdemeanor by a fine of not more than $5000 for an individual or $10,000 for an organization, or by imprisonment for not more than six (6) months, or both (see 16 U.S.C. § 551, 18 U.S.C. § 3571(b)(6), 18 U.S.C. § 3581(b)(7)).
5. Further information regarding this Order may be obtained at the Flagstaff Ranger District located in Flagstaff, Arizona telephone number (928) 526-0866, and at the Coconino National Forest Supervisor’s Office in Flagstaff, Arizona, telephone number (928) 527-3600.

6. This Order supersedes any previous Orders prohibiting the same acts covered by this Order.

Done at Flagstaff, Arizona this 10th day of January, 2020.

Laura Jo West
Laura Jo West
Forest Supervisor
Coconino National Forest
EXHIBIT B

DEFINITIONS:

**CAMPING:** The temporary use of National Forest System lands for the purpose of overnight occupancy without a permanently-fixed structure.

**CAMPFIRE:** A fire, not within any building, mobile home or living accommodation mounted on a motor vehicle, which is used for cooking, personal warmth, lighting, ceremonial, or esthetic purposes. Fire includes campfire.

**STOVE FIRE:** A fire built inside a fully enclosed metal stove, grill, or sheep herder type stove, which is outfitted with a chimney that is at least five (5) feet in length and is equipped with a spark arrestor consisting of a mesh screen with a screen opening of ¼ inch or less.

For further definitions or clarification of definitions, refer to 36 C.F.R. § 261.2.
Disclaimer
The USDA Forest Service uses the most current and complete data available. GIS data and product accuracy may vary. Using GIS products for purposes other than those for which they were intended may yield inaccurate or misleading results. The USDA Forest Service reserves the right to correct, update, modify, or replace GIS products without notification. This map is not a legal land line or ownership document. Public lands are subject to change and leasing, and may have access restrictions; check with local offices. Obtain permission before entering private land.

Map Author: fthomas 11/22/2019